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With hacks that any user can follow, Linux Desktop Hacks demonstrates how easy it is to  modify Linux to suit your desires. The book is packed with tips on customizing  and improving the interface, boosting performance, administering your desktop,  and generally making the most out of what X, KDE, Gnome, and the console have to  offer. 


The Linux desktop has come a long way. I know. I've been using  Linux as my default desktop work environment for so long I feel like I've  experienced almost the entire evolution of the Linux desktop firsthand. I'm  guessing it was sometime shortly after 1995 when I started using Linux on the  desktop for more than 90% of my work. Linux not only outperformed Windows 95 on  my Everex 486 DX2-66, but it also spared me the three R s that plagued every version of Windows: Reboot,  Reformat, and Reinstall. I never had to reboot or reinstall anything to solve a  Linux problem. That was enough to solidify my determination to use Linux in  spite of its aesthetic flaws.

On the down side, I had to tolerate very spotty hardware  support, especially for display and sound cards. Once I had a graphical desktop  running, the fonts were hideous. To its credit, Linux let me choose from dozens  of window managers. Unfortunately, only a few of them ran reliably, and the user  interface on most of them made little sense to someone like me, who was used to  OS/2 and Windows. On the other hand, I was immediately spoiled by the fact that  almost all Linux window managers let you switch between virtual desktops  instantaneously (virtual desktops are separate, distinct desktop workspaces).  Windows-based attempts at mimicking this feature were pitiful by comparison.  Only a small number of productivity applications were available back then, and  few of them were GUI-based. But even then, Linux came with more than enough  software to meet my needs. Eventually, I learned it was possible to improve the  early Linux desktop experience to make it border on pleasant, but I couldn't do  it without becoming proficient at editing an endless list of obscure, text-based  configuration files.
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Microsoft Exchange Server 2003 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2003
The most extensive Exchange 2003 reference found on the market today from one of the world's leading Microsoft server experts, Rand Morimoto. Written from the ground up exclusively for Exchange 2003-not a revision of an Exchange 2000 book. Based on the author's experience implementing Exchange 2003 in heavy-use corporate environments since Beta...
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Managing Active Directory for Windows 2000 Server (Syngress)Syngress Publishing, 2000
Windows 2000's Active Directory provides a single uniform interface to all of the network's resources, including printers, documents, e-mail addresses, databases, and users. It also manages naming, querying, registration, and resolution needs. This book introduces readers to all of Active Directory's capabilities.     

       Active...
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Learning Joomla! 3 Extension Development-Third EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	Joomla 3 is the first of the major open source content management systems that was meant to be mobile friendly by default. Joomla uses object-oriented principles, is database agnostic, and has the best mix of functionality, extensibility, and user friendliness. Add to that the fact that Joomla is completely community driven, and you have a...
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Encyclopedia of Forensic Sciences, Three-Volume SetAcademic Press, 2000
The Encyclopedia of Forensic Sciences is the first resource to provide comprehensive coverage of the core theories, methods, techniques, and applications employed by forensic scientists. One of the more pressing concerns in forensic science is the collection of evidence from the crime scene and its relevance to the forensic...
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Mastering Digital 2D and 3D ArtCourse Technology PTR, 2004
The very first artist probably used a stick to create the first drawing. Although sticks are great tools for many purposes, they are somewhat limited in their versatility as an art tool. From that early time until today, artists have searched to find better tools and media to create their art. This search has taken artists through cave paintings,...
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Wireless Sensor Networks (Ercoftac S)Kluwer Academic, 2004

	Wireless Sensor Networks presents a comprehensive and tightly organized compilation of chapters that surveys many of the exciting research developments taking place in this field. Chapters are written by several of the leading researchers exclusively for this book. Authors address many of the key challenges faced in the design, analysis and...
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